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Abstract
The numerical method used in this study is the Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method which is based on moving

particles and their interactions. Grids are not necessary, so that large fluid deformation can be calculated without numerical
diffusion. Boiling and solidification models are developed for the MPS method.

Melt injection is calculated considering boiling and solidification. Clusters of melt particles appear due to solidification. To
understand the fundamental physics of the jet penetration, water jet injection into a pool of a denser fluid under non-boiling and
isothermal conditions are calculated using the MPS method. The density ratio of the denser fluid to water is 1.88 (fluorinert)
or 9.4 (anatomical alloy). The calculation results are compared with experiments, which were conducted in the ALPHA/MUSE
facility at JAERI. In the calculation, air entrainment is observed as the experiments due to the jet penetration. However, the
maximum jet penetration depth is shallower than the experiments.
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1 Introduction

Energetic FCI(Fuel-Coolant Interaction) occurs when a cold liquid comes into contact with a very hot liquid.
The hot liquid rapidly releases its internal energy to the cold liquid and excessive amount of vapor is produced with
a short time scale. This energetic FCI has been one of the primary safety concerns in nuclear power plants since
the integrity of the containment may be damaged by this mechanical energy release. These phenomena are complex
thermal-hydraulics with boiling and solidification. The geometrical contact mode between two liquids such as pouring,
stratified, and injection, is an important factor. The injection mode can be classified into coolant injection (CI) and
melt injection (MI) modes.

The authors have been developing a new numerical method, Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method [1],
based on moving particles and their interactions. Grids are not necessary, so that fluid fragmentation is calculated
without numerical diffusion. In the past studies water jet impingement on a melt pool was calculated as a fundamental
process of vapor explosions using the MPS method. The melt was squeezed out of the pool as a filament between
two water jets, which was assumed by Ciccarelli and Frost [2] as a fragmentation model. The calculation result also
showed that a light fluid jet hardly penetrates into a heavy fluid pool. The behavior mainly depends on the density
ratio between the jet and pool fluids [3]-[6].

In this study the MPS method is applied to melt injection to a water pool accompanied by phase changes: boiling
and solidification. Next water jet injection to a pool of a denser fluid is analyzed in non-boiling and isothermal
conditions. The calculation conditions are the same as the experiment named MUSE (MUlti-configuration in Steam
Explosions ) in the ALPHA program at JAERI. In MUSE/ALPHA, a set of tests was conducted in non-boiling and
isothermal conditions to understand the fundamental physics of water jet impingement on a denser and hotter liquid
[7]-

2 Moving Particle Semi-implicit Method

Governing equations are the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations:

^ (l)

^ = V P + ^ V r ? t + F, (2)
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^ = XkV
2Tk - qki. (3)

Here subscript k stands for the phase; l,g and m are liquid, gas and melt, respectively. Subscript i is the interface
between liquid and gas. Tk is the mass transfer to the k phase. Phase fractions are not necessary as variables because
each particle represents only one phase. Only gravity is considered as the external force F.

In the MPS method a fluid is represented by moving particles. Convection is calculated by the motion of these
particles. Thus, numerical diffusion, which is a large problem in the finite difference method, does not take place. The
interfaces are always clear even if fragmentation or merging of the fluid occurs.

A weight function is used for all interaction models to restrict the particle interactions within a finite radius of re:

f ( - ) - 1 (r <re) ,..
= \ \rJ (4)

I 0 (r > re)r = \fj -

The particle number density n of particle i is defined as,

This is in proportion to the fluid density.
Gradient and Laplacian operators involved in the governing equations are transformed to equivalent particle inter-

actions [1]. The following equations are the particle interaction rules applied to particle i.

(6)

"i - fit) • (7)

A pressure Poisson equation is obtained from the mass conservation equation and the pressure gradient term in
the momentum conservation equation:

1 f/KW?-"0) C+1

A** \ n<> c*

where c is the sound velocity. The source term, the right side of Eq.(8), is represented by deviation of the particle
number density n* from n°{l + P™+1 /(p°c2)}, while it is the velocity divergence in the finite difference method.

Motion of fluid particles are calculated with two steps. In the first step all terms in the momentum conservation
equation except for the pressure gradient term are explicitly calculated and temporal velocities and positions of the
particles are obtained. In the second step, the pressure Poisson equation is solved so as to modify the temporal particle
number density n* to n°. The quantity n° is constant if the fluid is incompressible or a function of pressure if the
fluid is compressible.

3 Analysis of melt injection with boiling and solidification models

Solidification of melt and boiling of water can be effective when the melt jet is injected into a water pool.
Particularly, fragmentation of the melt with solidification and boiling is the key phenomenon on long-term cooling of
decay heat in the debris.

Test calculations using boiling and solidification models are carried out under various conditions. A melt column
falls on a water pool as shown in Fig.l. Table 1 shows the calculation conditions. UO2 is mainly used as the melt
material whose temperature is above the freezing point(2842 °C). The calculation models for boiling and solidification
are specified in [8].

The calculation results are shown in Fig.2. Effects of solidification of the melt can be found by comparing calculation
numbers (1) and (2). In calculation number (2), using the solidification model, clusters of the melt are observed in
which particles adhere to each other, while the melt is dispersed in calculation number (1).

When molten tin at 235°C(its freezing point is 232 °C) is used in (3), we can see boiling and solidification
simultaneously. The water and vapor temperatures are fictitiously set at 0 °C for accelerating the melt coolability. At
the leading edge of the melt, some clusters of the melt particles are formed, and vapor particles are generated behind
the melt particles (0.05sec).
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Table 1: Calculation conditions and parameters for melt injection
cal. number

1
2
3

melt

uo2
uo2
Sn

Tm ( *C)
2845
2845
235

Tw ( "C)
100
100
0

Tv ( *C)
no vapor
no vapor

0

d(m)
5 x 10-5

5 x 10~5

1 x 10"4

boiling
X

X

o

solid.
X

0
ocal. number: calculation number, solid.: solidification.

O • x: including the model or not.

; , . . . - ' I . ' . • , . - ,

- 40 d
Fig.l Calculation
arrangement

0.039 sec 0.06 sec 0.039 sec 0.06 sec 0.03 sec 0.05 sec
(1) UO2, without solid, model (2) UO2, with solid, model (3) Sn, with boil.+solid. model

Fig.2 Calculation results for melt injection

4 Numerical Analysis of Water Jet Injection into denser fluid

4.1 Calculation Condition
To understand the fundamental physical phenomena of water jet injection, a set of tests was conducted in MUSE

facility. A water jet was injected into a melt simulant. A schematic of the visualization test is shown in Fig.3. A series
of non-boiling isothermal tests was performed in a 100mm wide and 20mm deep test section which contains a melt
simulant: fluorinert and anatomical alloy with density ratios of 1.88 and 9.4 respectively. Here, the density ratio is
defined as the ratio of melt simulant to water densities pm/pj at given isothermal conditions. The tests were carried
out in two- and three-dimensional geometries. Water jet of 10mm depth was injected into a center of the test section
in the two-dimensional geometry.

The above experiment is simulated using the MPS method in two dimensions. The calculation arrangement is
shown in Fig.4 to simulate the two-dimensional tests. There are 3 types of particles as melt, water, and air. Fluorinert
and anatomical alloy is used for the melt simulant. The calculations without air particles are also conducted to
investigate the effects of the air. A water jet is initially placed just above the surface of the pool, and is constantly
injected from the inflow boundary. Particles near the outflow boundary are constantly deleted so that the total number
of particles can be kept constant. The particles are initially arranged like a square grid whose spacing is 2.5 x 10~3m.
The total number of the particles is 6400 for water, air and melt; 3520 of them are water and melt particles. The
velocity of the water jet Vj is 3.8, 6 or 9m/s. Viscosity of the water and the melt is 1.09xl0~3[fc<7/m • a], and that of
air is 1.76xlO~5[A;p/m • a]. Surface tension is not considered.

4.2 Calculation Results
Three calculations are carried out: injection with a jet velocity Vj = 3.8m/s into fluorinert, and VJ = 6 and 9m/s

into anatomical alloy. Air is ignored. Figure 5 shows the calculation results of Vj = 3.8m/.s into fluorinert. The water
jet impinges the melt surface and forms "V"-shaped pocket(0.061sec). The following jet penetrates into the melt
deeper, although the jet column is collapsed at the bottom of the pocket(0.12sec~). The experimental result in the
same condition is shown in Fig 6, in which each frame is located in an interval of 1/30 sec. The leading edge of the
water jet is a little delayed in the calculation. One reason for the excessive delay may be in the geometrical difference
between the experiment and the calculation. There can be three-dimensional effects in the experiment since the water
jet depth (0.01m) is smaller than the depth of the test section (0.02m). We can see the melt is more raised above the
initial level in the calculation.

In the results using anatomical alloy, the water jet hardly penetrates into the melt due to its high density ratio
{prn/pj = 9-4).
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Figure 3: (Left Side) Schematic diagram of visualization test

Figure 4: (Right Side) Calculation arrangement for the test section

The maximum jet penetration depths in above calculations are summarized in Fig. 7 with respect to Froude
number. This figure indicates that the maximum jet penetration depth increases with the jet velocity. The straight
line is a correlation presented by Park et al. from their experimental results [7], which is given by

)
o.s

Fr05 , (9)

where Lp is the penetration depth, Dj is the jet width, Froude number, Fr, is defined by v?/gDj, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. This correlation is valid for Fr ranging approximately from 90 to 2000. The calculation
result agrees well with the experiment in the case of water and fluorinert. However, the depths are a little shallower
than the experiments in the two cases of water and anatomical alloy.

An additional calculation including air particles is also carried out. The velocity of the water jet is 3.8m/s.
Fluorinert is used as the melt simulant. In Fig.8, the interface between the water jet and the melt forms "V"-shaped
pocket (0.03sec). An air pocket is then formed due to the air entrainment during the injection (0.06sec). The jet is
kept in the air pocket which is completely surrounded by fluorinert (0.084sec). The penetration behavior is almost
the same as that of "without air" in this time scale.

5 Conclusions

Melt injection calculations including the boiling and solidification models are performed. A hot melt jet is dropped
into the water pool under various conditions. Clusters of melt particles appear when solidification is considered.

Water jet injection into denser liquid is calculated to verify the code with MUSE/ALPHA experiments. Air
entrainment is observed due to the jet injection. This behavior agrees well with the experiments. However, the
maximum jet penetration depth is shallower than the experiments.
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Figure 5: Calculation result of water jet injection into fluorinert, VJ = 3.8m/s

Figure 6: Water jet injection into fluorinert, VJ = 3.8m/s (time interval = l/30aec)
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Figure 7: Jet penetration depth with respect to Froude number
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Figure 8: Calculation result of water jet injection into fluorinert, Vj = 3.8m/s, with air
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